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Alex Treadway is a British photographer with fifteen years extensive experience in the 
travel and documentary world.

From 2007-12, Alex lived in Kathmandu during which time he worked for a wide variety 
of travel magazines, adventure brands and NGO’s, documenting stories throughout the 
entire Himalayan region and Asia.

Notable projects during this time included the entire photography for the book ‘Life in 
the Himalayas’, published by ICIMOD for which he travelled to all eight countries in the 
Himalayas. The images from Afghanistan have been celebrated on platforms such as 
Maptia and published in multiple magazines. Another challenging assignment took Alex 
to remote hospitals and health posts throughout Nepal, sometimes walking for days, to 
produce a series of compelling portraits for a healthcare NGO.

While in Nepal  Alex also worked for numerous travel magazines and adventure brands 
such as The North Face and Red Bull Adventure. On assignment for the acclaimed 
magazine GEO, Alex spent four weeks at Everest base camp. The images became an 18-
page article in GEO Special, and the night time images of Sherpas in the ice fall were 
published in National Geographic. 

More recently Alex has completed the photography for the coffee table book ‘Trekking 
Beyond’ which covers forty treks around the world, published in 2018 by Aurum Press.

Although Alex is best known for his work in Asia, he has also worked extensively 
throughout Africa, Europe and South America. In 2014 one of Alex’s images from 
Colombia was selected for the front cover of National Geographic.

As well as working alone in remote corners of the world, Alex is equally comfortable 
managing commercial shoots on a large scale, directing models, scouting locations and 
working with people.

Alex lives with his partner Clare and baby daughter in Stoke Newington, London. 

Alex Treadway Bio
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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICNATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ADVENTURE

TRAVEL + LEISURE MAGAZINE
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LUXURY GOLD 2019 BROCHURE
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‘TREKKING BEYOND’ COFFEE TABLE BOOK  

PUBLISHED BY AURUM PRESS 2018
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THE INDEPENDENT MAGAZINE

LIKE THE WIND MAGAZINE
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INSIGHT VACATIONS 2018 BROCHURE AND WEBSITE
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***** Best Adventures in Asia JULY/AUGUST 2013

SPLASHDOWN!
Whiteknuckle whitewater in Nepal

Hiking India’s hallowed ground

Trailing Sumatra’s exotic species

Pictorial: Asia’s best surf breaks

www.actionasia.com

HONG KONG HK$48 • siNGapOre s$6 • (iNc Gst) • malaysia m$12 • tHailaNd b160 • cHiNa rmb60 • 

pHilippiNes p180 • usa us $8 • australia aus $8 • Guam us$6 • iNdONesia rp50,000 • japaN ¥600 • 

New zealaNd Nz$8 • s. KOrea w5,000 • rest Of asia us$7 • rest Of wOrld eur7

ACTION ASIA MAGAZINE

TRAVEL + LEISURE MAGAZINE
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‘LIFE IN THE HIMALAYAS’ COFFEE TABLE BOOK

PUBLISHED BY ICIMOD
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UNDER THE BANYAN TREE MAGAZINE ACTION ASIA MAGAZINE

75july/august 2011 ACTION ASIA

Learning Curve

Photo trekking 
in the Himalayas
By Alex Treadway

The Himalayas are a magnet for photographers. What could be more 

exciting than to take off into some of the most dramatic scenery on earth 

to photograph not just the mountains, but the trekking parties around you, 

interesting local faces, amazing night skies and perhaps even something really 

special like a snow leopard.

It’s a photographers paradise but it’s not a walk in the park. There’s plenty of things 

which can easily trip you up and it’s better to be well prepared. Here are a few of the things 

I’ve learnt along the way to give you a head start. 

Working with your surroundings
The weather can change quickly in the mountains: blue sky can be replaced by cloud and rain 

in minutes. This doesn’t always mean you need to hide indoors though. Cloud formations 

and falling snow can make for interesting frames and textures. Mountains often look more 

dramatic peaking through a gap in the clouds or with spindrift blowing from the top. 

It’s also worth making the effort to crawl out of your sleeping bag first thing in the morning 

as mountains come alive when they’re bathed in early morning or late afternoon light. 

It’s impossible to over-emphasise how exhausting it is to climb at altitude, and the 

higher you go, the harder it gets. At 5,000m, there’s 30% less oxygen in the air. The only way 

to cope with that is to go slowly and acclimatise. It also helps not to have too much weight 

in your pack. For a photographer like me that prefers to have my whole box of tricks with 

me everywhere I go, that presents a bit of a problem. 

There are two schools of thought here. Some photographers adopt a one-lens-does-it-

all approach. For many keen amateurs, this is probably the way to go though you’ll want to 

spend the money to have that one lens be as good as possible. 

More experienced photographers that like having the benefit of a variety of equipment 

should consider hiring an extra porter. This might sound over the top but besides taking 

a load off, you are giving work to an extra body which helps the local economy and, if you 

find a porter with reasonable English, you’ll have a translator to help with photographing 

people as well.

Photographing people
One of the real highlights for a photographer in the Himalayas is all the wonderful smiley 

and interesting faces. Nepalis are generally friendly people and are happy to let you take 

their picture. But with virtually everyone trekking in the mountains carrying a camera, 

even if it’s just on their phone, there can be a negative impact on the way locals feel about 

having their picture taken. 

A few simple rules of etiquette that will ensure both you and your subject enjoy the 

experience. Always ask permission when you take somebody’s portrait. It helps no end to 

learn a few words in Nepali. Then find some common ground, it’s easier than you think. Do 

they have children? Are they married? What work do they do? Once you’ve got chatting, 

it’s much more likely they’ll be happy to have their picture taken. The interaction is all part 

of the fun, and the more effort you make, the more they’ll trust you and the better your 

pictures will be.

Keep the chat going while you’re taking pictures too, it will give you more time to think 

about the shot and get the composition you really want rather than firing off something 

quick that looks more like a bunny in the headlights than a natural portrait. It will also give 

you opportunity to draw different expressions or emotions from your subject that you can 

incorporate into your shots. You could even get them involved in the picture too: ask their 

JAGGED GLOBE BROCHURE
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CASTARA RETREATS WEBSITE


